Composite TiO 2 -WO 3 oxide materials were prepared by a single pot microemulsion method and studied during calcination treatments under dry air in order to analyze the influence of tungsten in the behavior of the dominant titania component. To this end, the surface and bulk morphological and structural evolution of the solid precursors was studied using X-ray diffraction and infrared spectroscopy. In the calcination 10 process, differences in the dominant titania component behavior appeared as a function of the W/Ti atomic ratio of the precursor. First, the crystallization of the anatase phase is affected by tungsten through and effect in the primary particle size growth. Furthermore, such an effect also influences the anatase to rutile phase transformation. The study provides evidence that the W-Ti interaction develops differently for low/high W/Ti atomic ratio below/above 0.25 affecting fundamentally the above mentioned anatase 15 primary particle size growth process and the subsequent formation of the rutile phase and showing that addition of tungsten provides a way to control morphology and phase behavior in anatase-based oxide complex materials.
Introduction
Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) is one of the most broadly applied 20 oxides. 1 In fact, TiO 2 is the base of a significant number of materials with industrial applications related to catalysis among which the selective reduction of NO x in stationary sources, 2, 3 and photocatalysis for pollutant elimination 4, 5 or organic synthesis, 6, 7 appear as rather important. Additional applications include its use 25 as a white pigment in paintings, 8 as part of photovoltaic devices, 9 gas sensors, 10,11 high-refractive optics, 12 or as a food additive, 13 in cosmetics 14 and as a potential tool in cancer treatment. 15 In the catalytic applications already mentioned, titania is normally present in its thermodynamically stable nano-polymorph (i.e. 30 anatase) and frequently used in combination with other oxides. In particular the use of tungsten oxide (WO 3 ) finds utilization in all the catalytic fields above mentioned.1 - 
7
, 16 However, relatively little is known about how the presence of tungsten oxide may alter the morphological and structural 35 properties of the anatase phase. As anatase phase stability as well as chemical properties in the nanometer range are related, among a series of variables, to primary particle size, 1, 5 ,17 the control of the nanostructure of this oxide appears as a basic objective in the optimization of the industrial-oriented properties of materials 40 containing anatase. Understanding the crystallization process of anatase from amorphous solid materials typically obtained at the initial synthesis step appears of prime importance in this context. In a more general view, results for titania are also important in that they elucidate the general way in which primary particle size 45 and more generally speaking morphology can affect behavior of oxide materials.
Although the anatase crystallization process has been frequently analyzed in liquid phase, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 it is less frequent the study of the solid-state transformation of amorphous titania 50 materials into crystalline ones by thermal processes. This is however a rather common step in industrially relevant titania systems.1 -7 Due to thermodynamic issues, upon heating amorphous Ti-containing nano-materials would initially transform on anatase. 24 Exarhos et al. were the first to study the 55 kinetics of the corresponding transition of amorphous films supported on silica substrates. 24 In other studies, using solgel 25, 26, 27 or microemulsion 28, 29 procedures, details of the solidstate transformation mechanism leading to the anatase phase have been reported. Quantitative analysis of the key kinetic parameters 60 controlling the amorphous titania to anatase transformation has been attempted in liquid media under hydrothermal conditions 19 and for solid-solid transformations concerning titania films, 24, 30 powders, 26, 28, 29 or mesostructured 31 systems. The physical characteristics of the transformation (e.g. onset, reaction rate, 65 energy of activation of the process) in air should be different from that in liquid media as, obviously, dissolution steps are critically involved in the latter. The broad range of temperatures where amorphous titania solids transform into anatase (see below) also tells of a wide range of situations within the air-70 assisted transformation occurring in solid materials. In fact, crystallization has been considered to be controlled either by surface 24, 28, 31 or interface 26 nucleation processes or limited by diffusion events in the case of dimensionally restricted (e.g. films) structures. 30 Moreover, unexpected thermodynamic variables related to structural local order at the amorphous phase have been shown to play a role in controlling morphological properties. 29, 32 As a first, naive approach to the rationalization of the nucleation mechanism, one may expect that either diffusion 5 controlled or interface nucleation can work at low temperature, starting from the lowest onset published at ca. 350 o C, while the surface dominated mechanism may get primacy above certain temperature, ca. 600 o C. 33 To our knowledge the situation is significantly less explored 10 when titania is in contact with other oxide phase and the thermal treatment triggers the crystallization of both phases from amorphous precursors. The presence of a few surface modifiers such as silica 34 or bulk doping agents of anatase such as sulphur or iron 35, 36 has been investigated. As said previously, we want to 15 explore the crystallization phenomenon while titania is in contact with growing quantities of tungsten oxide and focus on how the morphology and structure of the titania is modified and can be controlled during a thermal treatment. At the same time the surface composition of the solid is followed using diffuse 20 reflectance infrared fourier spectroscopy (DRIFTS) with the analysis of hydroxyl entities. 28, 29 This intends to check in a simple way the changes occurred at the surface of the materials. To this end, we make use of in-situ synchrotron Hard X-ray (86.8 keV) diffraction and DRIFTS 37 techniques applied at different 25 stages of the amorphous to anatase and further to rutile transformation(s) of materials synthesized with a microemulsion method.
Experimental Section
Preparation of the TiO 2 oxide precursors. 30 Materials were prepared using a single pot microemulsion preparation method using n-heptane (Scharlau) as organic media, Triton X-100 (Aldrich) as surfactant and hexanol (Aldrich) as cosurfactant. A TiO 2 reference sample was obtained as a first step using a microemulsion with acetic acid (to fix the initial pH to a 35 value of 5.0) into the aqueous phase and titanium tetraisopropoxide as precursor. In all composite samples and the WO 3 reference, ammonium tungsten oxide (Alfa Aesar) was introduced in the aqueous phase of a microemulsión. After 30 min of agitation, a stoichoimetric (to obtain the corresponding 40 W(VI) hydroxide) quantity of tetramethylammonium-hydroxide (TMAH) was introduced from the aqueous phase of a similar microemulsion. For nanocomposite samples, after 5 min of contact and pH adjustment with acetic acid (pH 5), titanium tetraisopropoxide was introduced into the previously resulting 45 microemulsion drop by drop from a mixture with isopropanol (2:3). Water/Ti and water/surfactant molar ratios were, respectively, 110 and 18 for all samples. 38, 39 The resulting mixture was stirred for 24 h, centrifuged, and the separated solid precursors rinsed with methanol and dried at 110 0 C for 12 h. 50 After drying, the solid precursors were subjected to a heating ramp (2 0 C min -1 ) up to 750 0 C, maintaining this temperature for 2 h. Samples names are Ti/W for the titania/wolframia references, and xWTi for the composite ones where x refers the molar content of WO 3 (for example, 01 is a 0.1 molar percentage of the 55 tungsten oxide in relation to a fixed amount of titania corresponding to 1 mol).
Characterization experiments.
Time-resolved hard X-ray diffraction (TR-XRD) data were collected at beamline ID15B (86.8 keV, λ = 0.143 Å, ΔE/E ~ 1.4 60 x 10 -3 ) using a digital flat-panel X-ray detector (Trixel Pixium 4700). 40 Calibration of the X-ray wavelength was made using a NIST LaB 6 powder. In the TR-XRD experiments dealing with the thermal evolution of titania nanomaterials, the sample (ca. 10 mg) was kept in a 1 mm quartz capillary of 0.1 mm wall thickness and 65 heated from 25 to 750 o C with a ramp of 3 o C min -1 under a 20 % O 2 /He using a modified version of a plug-flow reactor system due to Chupas et al. 41, 42 A chromel-alumel thermocouple, inserted directly into the sample bed, was used to measure the temperature of the sample. The plug-flow geometry ensures a perfect gas 70 contact with the solid, eliminating any problem from oxygen supply to the system. Two dimensional powder patterns were collected in less than 40 seconds with the sample located at less than 1 mm from the thermocouple, without measurable temperature gradient along the sample bed. In such conditions 75 and as demonstrated in previous works, the error in the (average) temperature measurement during a complete XRD scan is less than 2 0 C. 42 The powder diffraction rings were subsequently radially integrated after applying geometrical and x-ray polarization corrections. The patterns were analyzed using the 80 Rietveld method 43 with the TOPAS software (TOPAS version 4.2, Bruker AXS 2009). Refined parameters were: background coefficients, zero error, scale factors, unit cell parameters, and weight percent of phases. Starting parameters for anatase, tungsten oxide (monoclinic) and rutile phases were taken, 85 respectively, from Howard et al., 44 Vogt et al., 45 and Murugesan et al. Differences among samples concern the nascent phases onset 35 as well as thermal evolution. The single titania reference allows visualizing the anatase evolution from ca. 420 0 C in presence of a rather modest rutile contribution which becomes increasingly important above ca. 670 0 C. Comparison with xWTi samples is illustrated in the two lower panels of Fig. 1 . The dimensionality 40 parameter obtained from Rietveld analysis for the anatase phase is presented for doing such comparison in qualitative terms. 47 The 1WTi sample is not included as anatase is a relatively minor phase, difficult to analyze, and the WO 3 phase displays dimensionality values above 1000 nm (not obtained with 45 confidence). The effect of tungsten in the anatase phase onset seems clear and roughly equal for all xWTi samples (delay of ca. 110 K). Above the onset, the influence of tungsten appears strongly dependent on the W/Ti atomic ratio. This will be quantitatively analyzed below. Concerning the WO 3 monoclinic 50 phase, Fig. 1 evidences a drastic effect of titania on the stabilization of such phase as far as the W content is low and oxide-oxide interface interaction can play a role.
The information related to the titania polymorphs evolution as resulted from the Rietveld analysis is summarized in Fig. 2 . For 55 01WTi and 025WTi samples, anatase is detected as a dominant phase (rutile and brookite below 1%) in presence of growing quantities of the monoclinic WO 3 phase that are, however, only barely visible in the 01WTi case (Fig. 1) . The evolution of the anatase to rutile transformation is thus limited by the presence of 60 tungsten in the composite system for these two samples, while it is more clearly detected for the two other samples (05WTi and 1WTi) as clarified in the plot presented in As expected in titania samples, rutile is more clearly observed 85 at high temperature (above 600 0 C) but always with a moderate contribution to the titania phase distribution. The evolution of rutile seems to suggest that tungsten presence may affect differently the anatase behavior at high and low content. with respect to the Ti reference. 48 This is likely related or at least connected to the control of anatase primary particle size as discussed below. On the other hand, the monoclinic WO 3 phase is also observed from relatively low temperature, above 400 0 C, and for all composite samples although the percentage of WO 3 5 detected by XRD in the 01WTi composition is very low.
b) Mechanism of anatase crystallization
The anatase crystallization mechanism was investigated in detail for selected samples with XRD during isothermal treatments. Fig.  3 shows, as an example, the XRD patterns of the 025WTi sample 10 recorded with time at three different temperatures (400 ºC, 410 ºC and 420 ºC). We analyzed the intensity change of the largest (101) anatase peak as a function of treatment time at several temperatures per sample. Many solid state phase transitions have been studied using the Avrami-Erofeev formalism. 24 ,28,30,31 15 Hancock and Sharp 49 derived the following equation from which the kinetic parameters of the crystallization of a solid-state reaction can be extracted:
where α is the fraction isothermally crystallized at time t, K is the rate constant and m is an exponent independent of temperature but responsive to the nature of the nucleation (and growth) and to the geometry of the particles. Typically, m values 25 ca. 0.5 indicate that the rate is limited by diffusion, around 1.0-1.5 a zero order, first-order or a phase boundary controlled mechanism, between 2 to 3 if the nucleation controls the rate (typically mentioned as bulk control), and above 3 when nucleation is affected by presence of pores. The results of the analysis using equation 1 for selected samples are summarized in Table 1 . Corresponding experimental data sets 40 are shown in Fig. 4 . 45 interpreted as a surface controlled mechanism, characteristic of nanosized materials. Differences in the m values may be related to the networking or boundary conditions between the initial nuclei. Particularly, the addition of acetic acid as a pH controller but also as a potential capping agent seems critically affecting 50 networking/boundary conditions in our Ti reference; in absence of this agent the pure reference produced using the same microemulsion method renders a value of 1. 28 The study is thus indicating that the nucleation and growth process is strongly affected by this pH-controller/chelating agent. In any case and 55 considering the result of the composite sample studied, it seems that the presence of tungsten does not alter significantly the behavior of the pure Ti reference system.
The dimensionality of the anatase primary particle has been also frequently analyzed within the Sharp-Hancock framework. 51 60 Data in Table 1 indicate relatively small differences among xWTi samples with respect to the titania reference. As will be further detailed using a surface sensitive technique (infrared), single oxide anatase displays a particle with elongated shape, favoring a rice-type grain morphology. 28, 29 Such morphology 65 seems to suffer limited changes in presence of tungsten. The Arrhenius plot (Fig. 5) 28, 30 Recent studies suggest that structural different connecting details among the titania building TiOx (x=4-7) block units present in the amorphous materials can be at 80 the origin of these differences. This has obtained both experimental 29 and theoretical 52 support although it is still an open question. In any case, in our case the activation energy values presented in Table 2 reinforce the idea that the presence of tungsten affects minimally the nucleation and growth process 85 initial steps of the anatase phase.
A mild effect is however observed in subsequent steps related to the primary particle growth. From sufficiently larger particles and assuming an isotropic diffusion-limited coarsening, Lifshitz, Slyozov and Wagner 53,54 developed a rigorous mathematical 90 approach to Ostwald ripening which provides the time evolution of an ensemble of particles. According to the theory, the coarsening kinetics are given by:
where D is the average particle size of the growing particle at time t and K is the rate constant. The exponent can provide insights on the mechanism of the nanocrystal growth and has values between 1 and 4 but it has been always fixed to 2 in the 100 case of anatase. 28, 30, 31, 36 In the present case 2 is also the best behave similarly except in the 01WTi case where two regions of linear behavior are detected. A similar behavior may be also present in the 025WTi samples but it is clearly less obvious. The "classical" behavior of Ti and 05WTi samples indicates that their anatase particle growth could be described by a Ostwald ripening 10 process. This does not appear the case of the other two xWTi samples (see below). In such cases, two activation energy values are presented in Table 1 . Values between ca. 15 to 30 kJ mol -1 are consistent with the majority of results reported in the literature and attributed to a growth process dominated or 15 strongly influenced by the dehydration of initially formed anatase surface layers. 28, 30, 31, 36, 55 In the present case, we detected a modest growing trend with the increasing content of tungsten, a fact that might be indicative of an increasing importance of a preferential orientation growth with W content. 36 20 More important is the presence of two well differentiated regions in the 01WTi material and, less markedly, in 025WTi. This indicates that these systems do not follow an isotropic diffusion-limited Ostwald-type coarsening (required for equation 25 2) and may be interpreted as if in this case we can have a restricted coarsening model. Grain or particle growth process progresses quickly until it encounters a stopper. As this only occurs in the 01WTi case and to a rather modest level in 025WTi, the interpretation seems complex. It appears that a specific 30 tungsten to titanium contact at surface layers promotes (anatase) primary particle size growth until the contact between the anatase and WO 3 phases is diminished, presumably by aggregation at high temperature. After such point the "normal" anatase behavior is recovered as suggested by the energy of activation values 35 obtained. Such observations would suggest that tungsten interaction with titania does not profoundly alter anatase nucleation but may have an effect in the anatase primary particle size growth in the cases where a different initial interaction is achieved. As said, this leads to an increase of anatase primary particle size in the 01WTi sample. Restricting anatase primary particle size growth is effectively attained only in samples with high W/Ti atomic ratio (above a 0.25 W/Ti ratio), in turn 65 suggesting that the 025WTi sample is a boundary below/after which the surface interaction between the two metals is modified as an effect of the extent of the interface and/or a change in the nature of the interaction (i.e. change in surface tungsten species present at anatase surface). As detailed above, the way tungsten affects anatase particle size for "high" loading samples is related to a more hindered dehydration of surface layers during the growth step of the anatase primary particle. This slows the growth process of the anatase primary particle size.
c) Analysis of macrostrain of the anatase unit cell
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The unit cell parameters and volume of the main phases detected by XRD during the O 2 /He ramp are displayed in Fig. 7 . The monoclinic WO 3 component displays a reasonable similar behavior among samples although subtle differences are 10 Fig. 7 . Cell parameters and volume for the anatase-TiO 2 (a,c) and monoclinic-WO 3 (a<b<c) phase as obtained from Rietveld analysis of XRD data taken during an O 2 /He temperature ramp. The Ti reference system is presented in separated plots. 15 encountered in the c-parameter and cell volume. In the case of anatase, the main subject of this contribution, the results corresponding to the WTi materials can be compared with the single Ti reference. As previously observed for the nucleation and growth process, we observed a differential behavior between the 20 W-low content samples (particularly 01WTi) and the remaining ones. Such different behavior is more acute in results corresponding to the cell volume and a cell parameter than for the c cell parameter, although it is detected in all cases. This fact is more clearly observed in Fig. 8 where the macrostrain (S) at the 25 a-and c-axes was calculated according to: where p i is the parameter at temperature T and p final is the parameter at the highest T of this study (750 ºC). For these calculations, we eliminated the thermal effect of the parameters using the data obtained with a nanosized anatase reference system (details at the supporting information file). Strain evolution vs. 40 temperature appears significant in the two cell parameters. Interestingly, a negative strain is always observed for the cparameters while positive/negative strain is observed in the case of the a parameter for 01WTi / the rest of W-Ti samples. The Ti reference and the 025WTi sample only showed rather modest 45 strain values in the last case. While the absolute values of the data presented in Fig. 8 may be affected by a significant number or error sources, the qualitative trend indicates that tungsten affects anatase in two different ways. Being the 025WTi sample the borderline for different behavior, the low tungsten sample 50 (01WTi) is the only one that presents positive strain in the a parameter.
The macrostrain characteristics of anatase have been found to vary considerably depending on a significant number of physicochemical variables. In particular, three effects are believed to play 55 a role in determining crystal behavior of nanometer size oxides; i) the positive pressure exerted by the increasing curve surface as primary particle size becomes smaller and will tend to compress the structure, thus generating a negative macrostrain. The strength of this effect is related to the surface chemistry and is a consequence of basic surface energy considerations. 22, 56 Second ii), the curvature effect can be counterbalanced by the generation of surface dipoles from surface Ti-dangling bonds coordinated to water in the first hydration shell. 55 Water distorts Ti coordination, 5 generating parallel dipoles perpendicular to the crystalline surface and repelling each other, thus creating a negative pressure on the particle (positive strain). Finally iii), the third macrostrain effect is caused by defects in the anatase structure which also produce a negative pressure on small crystallites. 57 With one effect 10 predicting compression in both directions, one effect predicting expansion on both directions and one effect predicting expansion along c and contraction in the a,b-plane, different outcomes are possible. Positive/negative macrostrain for a/c axes with larger effect 15 on the c axis suggests that the effect of curvature and/or vacancies dominates over dipole effect. This has been previously observed in other samples. 58, 59 Here this behavior is only observed in the case of the 01WTi sample and the most characteristic point with respect to the other W-Ti samples is the 20 a axis positive macrostrain which would indicate a promoting influence of tungsten in defect number at the anatase phase for this specific sample. The behavior of the Ti reference and the majority of the remaining samples (i.e. 01WTi excluded) seems to be dominated by a large negative macrostrain along the a and c 25 axes indicating a larger concentration of defects and a more pronounced effect of the curvature, 50, 60 both facts related to the lower anatase particle size with respect to the 01WTi sample (and the Ti reference).
The presence of tungsten is thus affecting significantly the 30 anatase nucleation and growth process by controlling anatase primary particle size after nucleation though an effect in the hydratation of the surface layer with significant consequences in the structural properties of the W-Ti composite samples. The study of the macrostrain is reflecting differences among samples 35 having low/high W/Ti atomic ratio as a result of the anatase particle size and pointing out to a different nature/number of defects in both situations.
d) Analysis of the surface of anatase particles: Infrared study
To further analyze the influence of tungsten presence in the 40 composite samples, we carried out an infrared analysis of the hydroxyl region. The evolution of hydroxyl infrared signals is connected to the dehydration process taking place during the thermal treatment in O 2 /He and, moreover, provides information about the surface of the materials. 28, 29, 36, 61, 62, 63, 64 The latter is 45 mostly related to the presence of isolated OH entities with characteristic wavenumbers above ca. 3550 cm -1 . For the Ti reference, the expanded view included in Fig. 9 were observed. 29, 36, 61, 62 This is common in anatase materials having elongated particle shapes along the c axis and exposing mainly (101) and (100) surfaces. Interestingly, the expanded view of the 01WTi sample indicates that all these isolated hydroxyl 55 species are lost when tungsten is present. Maybe a small contribution around 3620 cm -1 may still persist with rather low intensity. While the absence of isolated hydroxyl at temperatures above ca. 200 0 C is typical for monoclinic WO 3 , 65 this is not the case of anatase materials. 28, 29, 36, 61, 62 This indicates that the 60 surface of anatase is strongly interacting with the other oxide counterpart in composite materials up to modify the local neighborhood and alter drastically the corresponding vibrational frequencies. The reasons for the latter are unknown as it may imply a strong interaction with other hydroxyls, up to a level not 65 present in anatase, and/or the elimination of such species from the surface. Independently of the reason, the influence of tungsten in anatase surface is clearly demonstrated and justified the differences observed in the dehydration process above discussed in sections b/c.
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The bands corresponding to interacting hydroxyl species and loosely bond water molecules are also presented in Fig. 9 . The most representative ones are located above 3000 cm -1 as below the presence of residual C-H stretching contributions makes assignment rather complex. 28, 29, 36, 64 The comparison with a 75 monoclinic WO 3 reference indicates that the most characteristic hydroxyl bands at ca. 3235 and 3425 cm -1 , assigned respectively to water and interaction hydroxyls, 65 dominate the spectrum and likely the surface exposed to the atmosphere for samples having a tungsten content equal or above 025WTi. The complete analysis 80 of the infrared spectra indicates that the 01WTi sample maintains a singular behavior, likely as an effect of an exalted interaction between components and achieved in a significant less degree for the remaining composite samples. This agrees with the conclusions of the XRD study.
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Conclusions
In this work we analyzed the evolution of complex Ti-W oxide systems from their solid precursor state. To this end, four composite samples having increasing tungsten content (from 0.1 to 1 molar content with respect to 1 mol of titanium) and the 90 corresponding single metal oxide references were synthesized using a microemulsion method.
The surface and bulk morphological and structural behavior of amorphous precursors during thermal treatments was studied with the help of high energy X-ray diffraction and infrared 95 spectroscopy. The thermal behavior and evolution of complex tungsten-titania oxide-based composite materials do not display a simple relationship with the W/Ti atomic ratio of the material, showing two well differentiated regions below/above a 0.25 atomic ratio.
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Focusing in the titania behavior, the study provides evidence that the presence of tungsten would thus produce different effects as a function of the W/Ti atomic ratio. For W/Ti values above 0.25, the analysis evidences a significant influence in anatase phase growth steps leading a more easy control of the anatase 105 primary particle size. W also influences the thermal evolution of the anatase component by delaying the rutile phase appearance and/or limiting its contribution to the titania phase distribution with a complex dependence on the W/Ti atomic ratio, which in turn is likely related to the evolution of the anatase primary 110 particle size. The study provides thus evidence that control of anatase behavior through contact with tungsten is thus possible and seems intimately connected with the evolution of anatase surface layers in the growth step and subsequent effects in anatase primary 115 particle size and titania phase distribution during thermal treatments. 
